PhD STUDENT COLLABORATORS
Mario Aguilar, Principal Scientist, Teledyne Scientific & Imaging
Robert Ajemian, Research Scientist, MIT
Heather Ames, Research Assistant Professor, Boston University
Karl Arrington, Owner/Chief Scientific Officer, Arrington Research, Inc.
Yousif Asfour, Chief Information Officer, New York University Abu Dhabi
Aijaz Baloch, Vice President of Operations, Techlogix, Inc.
Julia Berzhanskaya, Research Scientist, George Washington University
Rushi Bhatt, Research Scientist, Yahoo!
Ian Boardman, Research Software Engineer, Hewlett-Packard
Gary Bradski, Vice President, Magic Leap, Inc.; President/CEO, OpenCV
Joshua W. Brown, Associate Professor, Indiana University
N. Andrew Browning, Group Leader, Scientific Systems Company
Seth A. Cameron, Owner, Cameronsound, Inc.
Ben Chandler, Research Scientist, Hewlett-Packard Laboratories
Hung-Cheng Chang, PhD Student, Boston University
Jonathan Chey, Managing Director, Irrational Games
Paul Cisek, Associate Professor, University of Montreal
Jose Contreras-Vidal, Professor, University of Houston
Mark Dranias, Research Fellow, Duke-National University of Singapore
Graduate Medical School
David M. Elder, Graphics Programmer, Tripwire Interactive LLC
Samuel A. Ellias, Associate Professor, Boston University Medical Center
Liang Fang, Developer, Interactive Brokers
Arash Fazl, Neurology Resident, Mount Sinai Hospital
John C. Fiala
Nicholas Foley, Postdoctoral Scientist, Columbia University
Bret Fortenberry, Engineer Scientist, Intellisis Corporation
Gregory Francis, Professor, Purdue University
Daniel Franklin, Editorial Director, Pearson Education
Gregory Gancarz, Principal Scientist, PointPredictive, Inc.
Paulo Gaudiano, President and CTO, Icosystem Corporation; Founder and CEO, Infomous, Inc.; President, Concentric, Inc.
William Gnadt, Systems Engineering Manager, Lockheed Martin
Alan Gove, Lead Engineer, BAE Systems Advanced Information Technologies
Krishna Govindarajan, Research Scientist, Nuance Communications
Douglas Greve, Instructor, Harvard Medical School;
Assistant in Neuroscience, Massachusetts General Hospital
Alexander Grunewald, Senior Director, McKesson Corporation
Frank Guenther, Professor, Boston University
William E. Gutowski
Simon Hong, Research Scientist, MIT
Piers Howe, Senior Lecturer, University of Melbourne
Seungwoo Huang, Research Scientist,
Korean Research Institute of Bioscience and Biotechnology
Tsung-Ren Huang, Assistant Professor, National Taiwan University
Richard Ivey, Senior Member of Technical Staff, Systems & Technology Research
Sohrob Kazerounian, Senior Researcher, Nuance Communications
Frank J. Kelly, Technology leader, Charles River Development
Levin Kuhlmann, Research Fellow,
  University of Melbourne and Swinburne University of Technology
Michael Kuperstein, Founder and CEO at Metaphor Solutions, eTrue, and Symbus;
  Co-founder and CTO at ViziApps
Gregory Lesher, Director of Research, DynaVox Technologies
Jasmin Leveille, Senior Development Scientist, Co57 Systems, Inc.
Daniel S. Levine, Professor, University of Texas at Arlington
Christian Mannes, CEO, Mannes Technology
Jeffrey E. Markowitz, PhD Student, Boston University
Natalya Markuzon, Lead Technical Investigator, Draper Laboratory
Jonathan A. Marshall, Vice President, Acquire Media
Niall McLoughlin, Senior Lecturer, University of Manchester
Himanshu Mhatre, Research and Development Engineer, TraceVector, Inc.
Christopher W. Myers, Deceased
Carlos A. M. Nogueria, Deputy Portfolio Manager, Van Eck Securities Corporation
Murat Okatan, Faculty of Technology, Cumhuriyet Universitesi
Steven J. Olson
Christopher Pack, Associate Professor, McGill University
Rainer Paine, Associate Faculty Member, National Institutes of Health
Jesse Palma, Postdoctoral Research Scientist, Boston University
Lance R. Pearson
James Pepe, Reiki Teacher
Louiz Pessoa, Professor, University of Maryland
Praveen K. Pilly, Research Scientist, HRL Laboratories LLC
Christopher Pribe, Lead iOS Engineer, Barnes & Noble/NOOK Media
Rajeev Raizada, Assistant Professor, University of Rochester
Dmitri Repin, Professor, State University of Moscow
John H. Reynolds, Professor, Salk Institute
Karen Roberts, Vice President of Sales, Icosystem Corporation
David B. Rosen
William D. Ross, Group Leader, MIT Lincoln Laboratory
Aaron Seitz, Professor, University of California at Riverside
Matthew M. Silver, Postdoctoral Associate, MIT
David Somers, Professor, Boston University
Krishna Srihasam, Postdoctoral Fellow, Harvard Medical School
Kaarthik Srinivasan, PhD Student, Boston University
Gregory O. Stone, Associate Professor, Arizona State University
Gurumurthy Swaminathan, Research Scientist, Amazon
Massimiliano Versace, Research Assistant Professor, Boston University
Lavanya Viswanathan, Risk Management Specialist, Goldman Sachs
Tony Vladusich, Research Fellow, University of South Australia
James R. Williamson, Technical Staff, MIT Lincoln Laboratory
Lonce L. Wyse, Associate Professor, National University of Singapore
POSTDOCTORAL COLLABORATORS
Heather Ames, Research Assistant Professor, Boston University
Daniel Bullock, Professor, Boston University
Yongqiang Cao, Research Staff Member, HRL Laboratories LLC
Michael A. Cohen, Associate Professor, Boston University
Paulo Gaudiano, President and CTO, Icosystem Corporation; Founder and CEO, Infomous, Inc.; President, Concentric, Inc.
Anatoli Gorchetchnikov, Research Assistant Professor, Boston University
Frank Guenther, Professor, Boston University
John W. L. Merrill, Research Scientist, Microsoft
Courosh Mehanian, Senior Machine Learning Scientist, Globys, Inc.
Ennio Mingolla, Professor, Northeastern University
Praveen K. Pilly, Research Staff Member, HRL Laboratories LLC
William D. Ross, Group Leader, MIT Lincoln Laboratory
Mark A. Rubin, Contractor, Draper Laboratory
Michael E. Rudd, Research Scientist, University of Washington School of Medicine
Nestor A. Schmajuk, Professor, Duke University
David G. Stork, Research Director, Rambus Labs
Dejan Todorovic, Professor, University of Belgrade
Massimiliano Versace, Research Assistant Professor, Boston University
Arash Yazdanbakhsh, Research Assistant Professor, Boston University

Arash Yazdanbakhsh, Research Assistant Professor, Boston University